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Accessories for rotary tools in dental and industrial quality:
Sanding Bits.

NO 28 980

NO 28 981

NO 28 978

NO 28 979

Sanding Bands
Made of standard compounds of tough consistency and different grits for different sanding/finishing stages. Use for
furniture refinishing, removing rust, and multiple sanding/ finishing jobs on wood, plastic, leather, non-ferrous metal, steel,
welded joints and castings. Ideal for surface and shape sanding, smoothing of surfaces, edges, even inside curves and
tough to reach areas. All shanks of pad and drum carriers 3mm Ø (7/64").
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NO 28 987

NO 28 989

NO 28 982

NO 28 983

Sanding Discs and Caps
Made of standard compounds of tough consistency and different grits for different sanding/finishing stages. Use for
furniture refinishing, removing rust, and multiple sanding/ finishing jobs on wood, plastic, leather, non-ferrous metal, steel,
welded joints and castings. Ideal for surface and shape sanding, smoothing of surfaces, edges, even inside curves and
tough to reach areas. All shanks of pad and drum carriers 3mm Ø (7/64").
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NO 28 984

NO 28 985

Flapwheels
Conformable flapwheel for grinding and polishing flat or contoured surfaces and working inside round work pieces. Most
effectively used as finishing sander after heavier surface sanding and material removal is completed. Shanks Ø 3mm

NO 28 282

Nylon Fleece Brushes
For cleaning, polishing, light sanding, matt finishing and deburring of steel, stainless steel, gold, silver and titanium. One
each brush coarse and fine. Shanks Ø 2.35mm (3/32").
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California Residents Prop 65 Information
WARNING:
This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

